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1 Introduction 

This document provides an introductory guide  to the St Benedict’s Estate in Tooting, London 
SW17. Built by Laing Homes in 1985-7, it has 189 properties set in private grounds, including 
132 leasehold flats, 49 freehold houses and 8 flats owned by Wandle Housing Association. 

The grounds and Estate common areas are owned by a Management Company  mutually owned 
by all property owners on the Estate (and nobody else). Its elected volunteer Directors run the 
Estate through a Managing Agent , Rendall and Rittner, appointed with owner agreement. 

This guide is provided for new property owners  to meet the ARMA-Q requirements, was first 
produced in 1992 and has been updated periodically since. More extensive and up-to-date 
information is available on the St Benedicts website , http://www.stbentooting.co.uk. 

The guide and website summarise terms in the legal agreements  for properties and are for 
guidance only. You are advised to read the legal agreement for your property carefully to 
understand your rights and obligations. When purchasing a property on the Estate, your solicitor 
should give you a copy and explain the agreement to you. Tenants must also comply with the 
agreements, and owners who are their landlords are responsible for ensuring that they do so. 

The Directors and Managing Agent hope that you will enjoy living on the Estate. 

The Directors – 23 July 2017 

2 The Management Company 

2.1 Introduction to the Management Company 

Each property owner is a shareholder  in St Benedict’s (Tooting) Management Company Ltd and, 
if you sell your property, you are required to transfer the share to the new owner(s) of the property. 
This allows owners of properties on the Estate to control how the Estate is run. 

The Management Company has elected Directors  who are themselves property owners. All 
property owning shareholders are invited to an Annual General Meeting to receive accounts and 
information on running the Estate, set policy and elect the Directors. 

The Management Company appointed a Managing Agent  to run the Estate with the agreement of 
owners and this Agent is the main point of contact for all matters to do with the Estate – see 
section 3 below. 

2.2 Services Provided by the Management Company 

Through the Managing Agent and sub-contractors, the Management Company provides the 
following Estate services  for all properties: 
• maintaining and insuring Estate structures including the clock tower, portico, walls and 

fences; 
• maintaining private Estate facilities including roads, paths and surface water drains up to 

the junction with a shared sewer; 
• providing and maintaining private Estate street and security lighting; 
• maintaining Estate garden areas and trees, many of which are subject to preservation 

orders; 
• annual health and safety inspections and 5-yearly electrical testing of Estate facilities; 
• employing the Managing Agent and sub-contractors to provide services; 
• collecting service charges, managing the Estate finances and providing annual budgets 

and accounts; 
• building a reserve fund for periodic maintenance and decoration of Estate structures and 

facilities. 
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In addition, the Management Company provides the following services for leasehold flats  only: 
• maintaining and insuring the structure, exterior, communal areas (hallways and stairs) and 

parking areas of leasehold blocks of flats; 
• cleaning leasehold common areas; 
• providing and maintaining communal area lighting, door entry systems and communal 

television aerials; 
• maintaining sewers up to the junction with a shared sewer; 
• maintaining garden areas around leasehold blocks of flats; 
• maintaining the Ryefield electrical distribution panel in each block and the wiring from there 

to the electricity meters; 
• annual health and safety inspections and 5-yearly electrical testing of communal flat 

facilities; 
• building a reserve fund for periodic maintenance and decoration of leasehold blocks of flats 

externally and internally in the common areas. 

We would ask you to note that the Management Company is not responsible for : 
• maintaining and insuring freehold houses and their gardens and parking spaces, which are 

the responsibility of the house owners; 
• maintenance, routine repair and decoration of leasehold flats and associated individual 

facilities like letter boxes and dustbins, which are the responsibility of the flat owners (they 
remain responsible although they may delegate this to any letting agent or tenants); 

• insurance of flat contents, which is the responsibility of the residents; 
• adopted public roads, paths, drains and street lights, which are the responsibility of 

Wandsworth Council  – 020 8871 6000, http://www.wandsworth.gov.uk/ or refer to the 
telephone directory or its web site for the correct telephone number for each service; 

• water mains to the main stop cocks, electricity cables to the flat blocks, electricity meters, 
telephone wires to the first sockets and shared sewers, which are the responsibility of the 
relevant utilities; 

• water mains, electricity cables and telephone wires from those points into individual 
properties, which are the responsibilities of the property owners. 

2.3 Service Charges 

Each year, the Management Company provides a detailed budget  and a set of accounts  
prepared by an accountant, showing exactly what your service charges are spent on. Current and 
previous budgets and accounts are available on the St Benedicts website. The Management 
Company is non profit making and hence all service charges are used for providing the services 
listed in section 2.2 above. 

Service charges  are payable on the modern quarter days of 1 July, 1 October, 1 January and 
1 April and interest may be charged once payment is in arrears by 14 days under the property 
legal agreements. You are advised to pay by direct debit or at Rendall and Rittner online to ensure 
payment on time, more details on these payment methods are available from the Managing Agent. 

Service charges are set on the basis that each owner should pay fairly for the services from which 
they benefit and every expenditure heading is apportioned carefully to achieve this. Both 
leaseholders (flat owners) and freeholders (house owners and Wandle Housing Association) pay 
for general services, in proportions set by the legal agreements for the properties, which the 
Directors have no power to vary. General Estate costs are borne by both leaseholders and 
freeholders. Only leaseholders (flat owners) pay for leasehold services. No costs are borne 
entirely by freeholders. Leasehold service charges are much higher than freehold ones because 
leasehold properties receive many more services, as listed above. 
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As well as charges for services of benefit to all owners, individual owners are charged for 
additional services or costs  incurred for individual properties. It would not be reasonable for all 
owners to contribute towards these and the legal agreements allow these to be recovered from the 
owners concerned. These include registering property transfers as set out in the legal agreements 
for the properties, extending the leasehold and the costs of any enforcement action. 

2.4 Key Dates in Year 

The Management Company’s financial year runs from 1 July to 30 June. Based on this, the 
approximate dates for key activities during the year are: 
• June – preparation and distribution of budget for year commencing 1 July (this is delayed 

until July if the Managing Agent is changing); 
• 1 July – quarterly service charges due; 
• August / September – preparation of accounts; 
• October – distribution of notice of AGM and accounts; 
• 1 October – quarterly service charges due; 
• November – Annual General Meeting (AGM); 
• 1 January – quarterly service charges due; 
• 1 April – quarterly service charges due. 

Minutes of recent General Meetings are available on the St Benedicts website. 

3 The Managing Agent 

The Management Company appoints a Managing Agent for day-to-day running of the Estate, 
collection of service charges and management of the sub-contractors providing services, such as 
gardening, cleaning and maintenance. The Managing Agent is your first point of contact for all 
matters to do with the Estate. 

At the time of writing, the current Managing Agent is Rendall and Rittner Limited : 

• Portsoken House, 155-157 Minories, London  EC3N 1LJ 
• Telephone number: 020 7702 0701 and ask for Propert y Team 2 
• Managing Agent website: http://www.rendallandrittner.co.uk 
• Rendall and Rittner Online: http://www.rendallandrittneronline.co.uk 
• See the St Benedicts website for more contact details including direct telephone numbers 

and email addresses for the Property Managers covering our Estate. 

Please make sure the Managing Agent has your up-to-date contact details for use in an 
emergency, including those in the daytime, and advise them of any changes. 

4 General Information 

4.1 Addresses and Postcodes 

Addresses are of the form: 99 Street Name, Tooting, London SW17 9ZZ (Tooting is optional). 

Postcodes for streets on the Estate are: 

• Abbey Drive: SW17 9PN • St Benedict’s Close – odd numbers: SW17 9NX 
• Carlisle Way: SW17 9NZ • St Benedict’s Close – even numbers: SW17 9NU 
• Limetree Walk: SW17 9NY • Church Lane (properties on the Estate): SW17 9PW 
 • Rectory Lane (properties on the Estate): SW17 9PX 
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4.2 Disposal of Rubbish and Recycling 

Wandsworth Council collects household rubbish and recycling  each Monday morning. Rubbish 
must be placed in plastic sacks in dustbins in the front garden for houses and in plastic sacks in 
dustbins in bin stores for flats. Material for recycling must be placed in special recycling sacks 
supplied by the Council for that purpose (originally orange, clear since April 2013) and left by the 
orange recycling posts on the Estate on Sunday evening. 

Only rubbish in sacks will be collected, not anything loose in dustbins. There are several foxes  on 
the Estate and nearby, so rubbish sacks must be left in dustbins, otherwise the foxes rip the bags 
open and scatter the rubbish looking for food. We also recommend use of bins with handles that 
hold the lids in place to prevent fox access, which can be bought for around £12 locally. 

Only the recycling  listed on our and the Council notices and on them may be put in recycling 
sacks, otherwise they will not be collected and we will have to pay to dispose of them. Since May 
2011, clean paper and card, unbroken glass bottles and jars, metal cans, tins and aerosols, plastic 
bottles (without lids), plastic food trays, tubs and pots (after rinsing clean) and cartons including 
Tetrapaks can all be recycled. Currently, food-contaminated items, shredded paper, clothing, 
textiles, Pyrex glass, broken glass, metal foil, plastic lids, plastic bags, plastic film, plastic cups, 
food waste, garden waste and electrical items cannot be recycled, and must not be put in the 
orange sacks. 

The refuse collection will not take large items  or electrical items , so these must not be left in bin 
stores or elsewhere. Wandsworth Council provides a service to collect large household items. 
Contact them on telephone number 020 8871 8558 for this service. 

If rubbish is not disposed of properly, we all have to pay for its disposal in our service charges. 
Currently, that amounts to over £1,000 per year. Fly-tipping  is a criminal offence so any resident 
caught doing so will be reported to the police and the cost of commercial disposal will be added to 
the service charge account of the owner of the property. 

4.3 Parking and Bicycles 

Each property on the Estate includes a designated parking space , which is part of the property. 
All parking spaces belong to a property and there are none spare. The spaces are intended for 
private cars and motorcycles and may also be used for bicycles. Vans too large to fit in the marked 
space safely while still allowing access to neighbouring spaces, lorries, boats, caravans and 
motor-homes are not allowed. 

On the Estate, parking is controlled  at the request of the majority of owners as a way of 
preventing people in surrounding streets and other residents using their allocated spaces, 
especially since Wandsworth Council introduced charges for parking in surrounding roads. The 
Management Company issues parking permits around every two years. A parking contractor 
administers the scheme, warning notices are displayed throughout the Estate and any queries 
over penalty charges must be referred to the contractor (not the Managing Agent). 

Vehicles must display a valid current permit  bearing the same number as the space they are 
parked in, otherwise the vehicle owner will be liable for a penalty charge. The Management 
Company and Managing Agent do not receive any part of this charge and cannot cancel or reduce 
it. If a permit is lost, report this to the Managing Agent to obtain a replacement. 

The detailed scheme rules  are explained in information distributed with the parking permits and 
these are also available on the St Benedicts website. If any owner does not want their parking 
space to be part of the scheme, they can opt out by informing the Managing Agent but then no 
action can be taken if others park in their space. 
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There are three bicycle stands  on the Estate, installed by Wandsworth Council. Anyone may use 
these on a first come first served basis at their own risk, and you are advised to secure the frame 
and both wheels to the frame for security. Bicycles may also be kept within properties. The law 
requires fire exits to be kept clear of obstructions and flammable items (like tyres), so bicycles 
must not be left in flat communal areas and any that are will be removed immediately for safety 
and disposed of after a period. 

4.4 Security Gates 

The Estate has a number of public rights of way , which prevent us from blocking off access to 
deter the nuisance sometimes caused by people from outside the Estate using it to congregate or 
as a short cut for bicycles and motorcycles. Wandsworth Council was unwilling to make changes 
to prevent motorcycles from being ridden dangerously on the footpaths through the Estate. 

To reduce these nuisances, the Management Company and the local Neighbourhood Watch 
scheme installed lockable security gates  at some access points that are not public rights of way. 
The Management Company also installed additional lighting, altered walls and planted new 
bushes to deter people congregating in areas where this frequently occurred. 

Keys  for the security gates were originally distributed without charge, should be passed to new 
owners and there is a small charge for replacing lost keys. 

4.5 Noise Nuisance 

Residents of freehold and leasehold properties on the Estate all have a duty under the legal 
agreements for their properties not to cause nuisance  to their neighbours, and this includes noise 
nuisance. There is a specific additional duty on residents of leasehold flats concerning noise – see 
section 5.5 below. These duties apply to tenants as well as owner-occupiers and owners have a 
duty to ensure that their tenants comply with these obligations. 

Wandsworth Council  provides a service for noise nuisance. Contact them on 020 8871 7869 for 
this service. In extreme cases, they may be able to obtain an Anti Social Behaviour Order (ASBO) 
against the person or people concerned. 

The Management Company  can only take action against nuisance including noise as far as 
permitted by law and will generally only be able to take action if you have already had a complaint 
upheld by the Council. Courts are very reluctant to order the forfeiture of leases in such cases and 
there is even less remedy provided by law against owners of freehold properties. Under the legal 
agreements for leasehold properties, the owner making a complaint must indemnify the 
Management Company and pay the Management Company’s costs for taking action. 

You are much more likely to be able to obtain a court order  yourself against the person or people 
concerned and enforcement is then a matter for the court. 

5 Leasehold Flats 

5.1 Leasehold Flats Information 

In a number of cases, vendors of flats have not left all of the items that belong with the flat . We 
suggest that you ensure that your vendor has left you the items that came with the flat originally or 
suitable replacements: 
• fitted cupboards and a re-circulating cooker hood in the kitchen; 
• (for two-bedroom flats) fitted wardrobes in the main bedroom and the second bedroom; 
• a wall-mounted storage heater in the living room, a wall-mounted convector heater in each 

bedroom and the hall and a radiant infra-red heater in the kitchen and bathroom; 
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• at least three security keys for the entrance door to your block (see section 5.6 below), two 
keys for the handle of the door to your flat, two keys for your post box, two keys for your 
windows, one key for the door of the service shaft outside your flat and a key for the 
security gates on the Estate; 

• two parking permits for your flat. 

Your electricity meters  and main water stopcock  are in the service shaft outside the door to 
your flat, and keys were distributed to every flat. 

Residents in flats with bathrooms having humidity control fans  rather than windows should clean 
them regularly, otherwise the fans will lose effectiveness, become noisy and may fail. 

When built, flats were provided with a Storad storage heater in the living rooms and an immersion 
heater in the airing cupboard in the bathroom, both connected to the overnight Economy 7 
electricity supply . You need to use the controls correctly to take maximum advantage of the 
cheaper priced electricity supplied for seven hours overnight (the exact time varies and is 
controlled by an electricity company clock but is generally around 00:30 to 07:30 GMT): 

• The immersion heater  has two elements: one on Economy 7 and the other on the normal 
supply. The Economy 7 element should be the lower one so that it heats up the whole tank 
of water and the normal element the top one for topping up the hot water. Unfortunately, 
some were wired the wrong way round when built so, if you suspect that yours is not 
correct, you should consult a qualified electrician to check. You would normally leave the 
Economy 7 element turned on, so that the tank of water heats up overnight (controlled by 
the Economy 7 clock and using the cheaper electricity). If you need more hot water, turn on 
the normal element at the wall switch for a short time to top up the hot water (this uses 
higher priced electricity except during the night). If you regularly do not have enough hot 
water or the water temperature is too low or too high, you should consult a qualified 
electrician or plumber to adjust the thermostats, which are part of the heating elements. 

• The storage heater  has two parts: a storage heater and a convector heater. You should 
turn on the storage heater the day before heating is required and leave it on during the 
winter months, so that it will heat up overnight (controlled by the Economy 7 clock and 
using the cheaper electricity) and release the heat the following day. The Storad storage 
heater has three heat settings controlled by two switches (the right hand controls). It is best 
to adjust this so that the room is warm enough but, if you require additional heat, turn on 
the convector at the time (using the left hand controls) to top up the stored heat and adjust 
the rotary thermostat (this uses higher priced electricity except during the night). 

Replacement cooker hood filters , Acorn type 258F033, could be obtained from Galley Matrix, 
1 Bricknall Park, Ashley Road, St Albans, Hertfordshire (telephone 01727 44466) in 1992. We 
have not checked if this is still the case. 

There have been a number of burglaries on the Estate, particularly in ground floor flats. For this 
reason, some owners have chosen to install security grilles inside windows in such properties. To 
maintain security  for the benefit of all residents in your block, please leave windows and skylights 
in the common hallways locked closed and do not let strangers into blocks of flats. 

Responsibility for services  is set out in section 2.2. 

5.2 Flats Fire Emergency Plan 

The flats fire emergency plan was reviewed following the Grenfell Tower fire tragedy and approved 
by Worksafe Solutions Consultancy Ltd on 11 July 2017. It is displayed in each block of flats and 
on the website. 
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Action on discovering a fire 

1. Call the Fire Brigade on 999. 

2. Evacuate the flat or common area on fire, closing all doors behind you. 

3. Alert neighbours on the same staircase. 

4. Only attempt to fight the fire if it is safe to do so and you have been trained in the use of fire 
extinguishers. 

Due to the design of the building, it is very unlikely that a fire starting in one flat will spread to 
another if doors are closed. 

Advice to people not directly affected by the fire 

If you are in your flat, general advice is to stay in your flat, call the Fire Brigade and wait for them 
to put the fire out. However, if the fire causes danger to you, smoke starts to enter your flat, you 
feel evacuation is the safest option, or you are instructed to do so by the Fire Brigade, then you 
should evacuate as described below. 

If you are not in your flat but in a common area or on a staircase, then you should evacuate as 
described below. 

There is no audible fire alarm covering the common areas as mass evacuation is not envisaged. 
You are strongly advised to have a working smoke detector within your flat and check it regularly. 

Evacuation procedure 

1. Leave the building by the nearest fire exit, which is the block front door. 

2. Close all doors behind you. 

3. Assemble a safe distance from the front of the building. 

Do not: 

1. Delay to collect belongings. 

2. Run. 

3. Re-enter the building until the Fire Brigade advises that it is safe to do so. 

5.3 Leasehold Flats Insurance 

The Management Company's insurance covers damage by common perils to the buildings of 
blocks of leasehold flats (and also damage to Estate facilities and public liability). It does not cover 
contents, which are the responsibility of residents to insure. Nor does it cover damage resulting 
from failure to maintain the flat. 

If you become aware of any event that might give rise to a claim under the policy or if you wish to 
make a claim, you must contact the Managing Agent as soon as possible. The Managing Agent 
will provide a claim form for you to complete and return. No work may be carried out until the 
insurer or its loss assessor has given permission. The flat owner will need to pay the costs of any 
unapproved work, and for repairs to their own flat, the fabric of the building and other flats arising 
from failure to maintain the property or, in some circumstances, from deliberate damage. 

Flat owners, particularly those sub-letting to tenants, are strongly advised to take out their own 
insurance to cover the liabilities for which they are responsible. 
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5.4 999 Year Leases 

After transfer of the building freeholds from Laing Homes, the Management Company allowed flat 
owners to extend their original leases from 125 years to 999 years to preserve property values. 
Many flat owners have taken advantage of this. If your flat does not have a 999 year lease, you 
may still obtain one on payment of a nominal cost, the Management Company’s solicitor fees (who 
can also act for you if you wish) and a small Managing Agent fee. You need to take your own 
advice on the advisability and consequences of this. If you wish to do this, contact the Managing 
Agent in the first instance. 

To avoid complexity over mortgages, the 999 year lease is granted in addition to the original 125 
year lease that may be mortgaged. If you sell a flat with both leases, your solicitor needs to 
collapse the 125 year lease into the 999 year lease and transfer the 999 year lease. 

5.5 Leasehold Flats Obligations 

The leasehold agreement for your flat includes a number of obligations, both on our part as the 
Management Company and on your part as the leasehold owner. Our responsibilities are listed in 
section 2 above. This section summarises some of the obligations that you entered into when you 
bought your flat. The obligations apply to tenants who occupy sub-let flats as well as to owner-
occupiers, and owners are responsible for ensuring that their tenants comply with the conditions. 
References are to the paragraphs of the 125 year and 999 year leases respectively, which have 
similar terms but different paragraph numbers. 

Purchasers of flats take on any liabilities of the vendor and previous owners, so you should check 
carefully that all lease terms and obligations have been complied with, particularly that any 
required consents have been obtained. 

The leasehold agreement, to which you should refer for full details, includes that: 

• you may only park vehicles (excluding boats, caravans and motor-homes which are not 
permitted) in the parking space  which forms part of your property so as not to cause an 
obstruction (clause 3(8) / 3.8) and not in common areas or in other peoples’ spaces without 
their permission, which would constitute a nuisance (clause 3(9) / 3.9); 

• you must obtain consent in advance if sub-letting  your flat (clause 2(8)(b) / 2.8.2) – see 
section 5.6 below; 

• you must keep common areas including hallways and bin stores clean and tidy  (clause 
3(2) / 3.2); 

• you must not erect any external aerials , including satellite dishes (clause 3(3) / 3.3) – see 
section 5.7 below for details of the communal satellite television service – nor erect 
washing lines  or hang out washing outside or in common areas (clause 3(5) / 3.5); 

• you must not obstruct access to or render hazardous use of the common areas  including 
hallways (clause 3(7) / 3.7) and, for Health and Safety reasons, you may not store bicycles 
or other items in hallways and you must not lock the fire doors leading on to the stairways; 

• you must not cause a nuisance or annoyance  to other residents (clause 3(9) / 3.9) and, in 
particular, you must not play music loud enough to be heard outside your flat between 
11pm and 9am nor cause noise nuisance (clause 3(13) / 3.13); 

• you must obtain consent in advance before carrying out alterations or additions  to the flat 
(clause 3(10) / 3.10) – see section 5.6 below; 

• you must not keep dogs, cats, birds or other pets  which may cause annoyance to other 
residents (clause 3(15) / 3.15). 
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The Management Company owns the freehold of the building transferred from Laing Homes. You 
may not alter or damage the building  including its foundations, floors, roofs, roof beams, walls, 
ceilings, window frames, windows, doors and any other fittings originally supplied with the flat 
(clause 3(10)). If you are planning any work other than internal redecoration, please use the 
St Benedicts website or contact the Managing Agent to obtain consent before entering into a 
contract or starting work. You may be liable to the contractor for compensation if work that you 
have ordered cannot be carried out. 

5.6 Consents Required 

The Management Company’s consent in advance  is required for any of the activities related to 
leasehold flats listed below and this will be subject to reasonable conditions to protect other 
owners and residents and their interests. Detailed information is available on the St Benedicts 
website, along with online forms that allow application without charge. Alternatively, contact the 
Managing Agent for paper forms to complete and return, for which there may be an administration 
charge. 

In all cases, the applicant is required to agree to repair any damage or to meets the costs of doing 
so, as it would be unfair for other owners to have to pay for this. 

• Sub-letting to tenants  is subject to conditions on the type and length of sub-lease in the 
flat legal agreement (master lease). For the protection of other owners and residents, 
among other things consent is for named tenants, is subject to having a suitable tenancy 
agreement, references showing no damage or nuisance by the tenants in previous 
accommodation, meeting legal requirements, not being overcrowded under official 
guidance and is subject to annual renewal. Owners are strongly advised to take out 
suitable landlord insurance. 

• In general, residents are not permitted to alter the fabric of leasehold flats, except to install 
replacement windows – see below. For any work except redecoration, owners must submit 
an alterations enquiry . Routine replacement of kitchens, bathrooms and heating fittings 
with similar ones is normally permitted. Other cases will be considered individually and the 
applicant will be required to pay for any professional advice needed by the Management 
Company. No alterations would be permitted than endanger the fabric of the building, its 
fire resistance, other flats or the interests of other owners. As a result of the fire advice 
received in July 2017, stringent steps will be taken to maintain fire safety for the flat 
occupants, communal areas needed for evacuation and other residents in the building. 

• Shareholders voted to allow flat owners to install replacement windows , which may be 
double glazed, unlike the originals. Consent is subject to maintaining a similar layout and 
colour and complying with building regulations. You are strongly advised to provide for 
escape in the event of a fire, although the main exit route is down the communal staircase, 
and for cleaning the outsides of windows safely from within the flat. 

• Burglar alarms  must be of a suitable type, professionally installed and in a specified 
location. 

• Waste skips  must be placed the parking space for the property for the minimum time. 

• Flat block entrance doors now have special security keys  that cannot be copied for the 
security and safety of residents, as people have been careless with previous keys. Three 
keys are supplied with each flat. Additional and replacement keys can only be supplied by 
our nominated supplier with written consent from the Management Company (the 
Managing Agent cannot grant this). If keys are lost in circumstances that expose others to 
danger, the owner will be required to pay for replacement of the lock cylinder and all keys 
for the block at a cost of several hundred pounds, so you are advised to ensure your 
insurance covers this. 
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5.7 Communal Satellite Television 

Community Vision provides access to Sky satellite television  broadcasts in the blocks of 
leasehold flats. There is a communal satellite dish on the block roof or high on the wall, and their 
installation fee covers providing wiring from this communal system to your flat. Community Vision 
can be contacted on 01892 722887. 

Residents of leasehold flats may not install satellite dishes  or any other aerials . These are not 
allowed under the legal agreements for the properties. Owners must ensure that any tenants are 
aware of this restriction. If you do install a dish or an aerial, you will be required to remove it and 
make good any damage and, if this is not done promptly, contractors will do so at the owner’s 
expense. You may also be liable to the supplying company for loss of its equipment and for 
payments for the remainder of the contract period. 

6 Freehold Houses 

6.1 Freehold Houses Information 

The owners of freehold houses are responsible for their maintenance  and insurance . The land 
immediately in front of your house and your parking space are part of your freehold property. Exact 
details of this area are shown on the map attached to the deeds of your house. It is your 
responsibility to keep the land and the parking space tidy and to ensure that your plants and 
parked vehicles do not obstruct the footpaths on the Estate or neighbouring properties. 

Responsibility for services  is set out in section 2.2. 

6.2 Freehold Houses Obligations 

The freehold agreement for your house includes a number of obligations, both on our part as the 
Management Company and on your part as the owner. Our responsibilities are listed in section 2 
above. This section summarises some of the obligations that you entered into when you bought 
your house. The obligations apply to tenants who occupy houses as well as to owner-occupiers, 
and owners are responsible for ensuring that their tenants comply with the conditions. 

The freehold agreement, to which you should refer for full details, includes that: 

• you may only park vehicles (excluding boats, caravans and motor-homes which are not 
permitted) in the parking space  which forms part of your property so as not to cause an 
obstruction (clause 5(1)) and not in common areas or in other peoples’ spaces without their 
permission, which would constitute a nuisance (clause 5(6)); 

• you must not cause a nuisance or annoyance  to other residents (clause 5(6)). 

7 Selling and Buying Properties 

We would remind owners that, according to the legal agreements for properties on the Estate, a 
flat owner is only permitted to display one signboard  in the window of their property and a house 
owner may only display signboards on their own land. If an agent asks for permission to erect a 
sign elsewhere on the Estate, this must not be given, as the property owner has no such right. In 
particular, it is not permitted to attach signs to walls or fences on the Estate. 
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When properties on the Estate are sold, certain procedures  set out in the legal agreements for 
the properties must be followed. If they are not, the purchaser will not be able to register title to 
their property with the Land Registry and they will be unable to sell their property. It is vital, 
therefore, that vendors and purchasers ensure that their solicitors comply with the procedures laid 
down, clear any arrears of service charges and pay the relevant transfer fees (as set out in the 
legal agreement for the property). The transfer and sale will not be able to go ahead until these 
payments have been made and have cleared. 

The transfer will involve transferring the share  in the Management Company for the Estate to the 
new property owner. 

If you are a flat owner who has a new 999 year lease  as well as the original 125 year lease, you 
must ensure that your solicitor collapses the 125 year lease into the 999 year lease, which is then 
transferred to the purchaser. 

Some solicitors do not inform the Managing Agent or Management Company of sales for weeks 
and then expect instant action a few days before completion. You will appreciate that this is 
unreasonable. Twenty-one days are required for the Managing Agent to respond to legal matters, 
including allowance for time in the post. Therefore, to avoid possible delays to completion, the first 
notification  of a transfer must be made over six weeks before completion and all required 
paperwork and fees must be supplied at least three weeks before completion. 

Purchasers should ensure that their solicitor gives them a copy of the legal agreement  for their 
property and should read this carefully. The solicitor should also explain the agreement to you. 
Purchasers of flats take on any liabilities of the vendor and previous owners, so you should check 
carefully that all lease terms and obligations have been complied with, particularly that any 
required consents have been obtained. 

The items with leasehold flats  are listed in section 5.1 above and purchasers should ensure that 
the vendor has left all them or suitable replacements. 

Houses may be let and consent is not required for this. Flat sub-letting  must comply with the 
terms of the flat legal agreement (master lease) and requires consent from the Management 
Company in advance. We are required not to withhold permission unreasonably, so permission will 
be granted, with conditions to protect other owners and residents, unless there are good reasons 
not to – see section 5.6 above. If you purchase a flat with sitting tenants, you must apply for 
permission straightaway, otherwise you would be in immediate breach of lease and liable for the 
consequences of this. 

In general, alterations to flats  are not permitted, except routine replacement of fittings with similar 
ones and fitting replacement windows. All alterations greater than routine re-decoration require 
Management Company consent in advance – see section 5.6 above. 

 


